Youth Exchange

Latvia

Georgia

Italy

Youth Exchange in Bauska, Latvia. Date: 30 of July- 06 of August 2022

Target group:
Youngsters aged 13- 17 years representing partner organizations from 3 countries (Latvia, Georgia and
Italy). Group size 36 participants: 10 participants per country + 2 team leaders (18- no age limit) from
each country.

Our aim

is to promote tolerance, pluralism and respect, exchange ‘best practice’ experiences of

multicultural societies and encourage cross-border cooperation.

Our goals are:
1. Cross-cultural learning and dialogue between the participants from different countries, with a view to
promoting mutual understanding and tolerance;
2. To increase youngsters ‘knowledge about different cultures/histories/religions;
3. Development of creativity and involvement of young people in civil life through promoting “Erasmus
+” opportunities among them;
4. To unite youngsters from different backgrounds, nations, and cultures;
5. To learn how to respect each opinion and break stereotypes through conducting of evaluation and
discussion with
young people from other countries;
6. To promote good neighborly relations between the EU Member and the non-EU States and to provide
space for
friendship and relationship through art and culture.
During Youth exchanges the participants will be involved in simulation games, role play games,
discussions. They will have cultural evenings in order to present their countries’ culture, folk and
traditions.

The venue and accommodation
Youth Exchange is organized in Bauska

Address: Hotel "Bērzkalni" 11A, Īslīces parish, Bauska district

The participants will be accommodating in the rooms with 2-3 beds; the toilets are partly in rooms,
partly common facilities, with entrance from the corridor of the hotel. Towels, bed-linen isprovided.

Medical safety:
The project venue will be provided with a first-aid kit, so immediate medical treatment can be provided right
away if some medical problems suddenly appear.

Insurance:
Each participant must have health insurance. The cost of insurance is not funded.

Food:
The breakfast, lunch and dinner will be provided at the hotel. The participants must inform us forward
about their dietary (vegetarian, don’t eat pork etc.) or any specific needs.

PREPARATION:
Cultural presentation of your culture (dances, music, games, food, drinks,traditional
drinks,
clothes,
symbols etc.).
Flyers, brochures, promotional materials, etc, to present your organizationto
organization other
participants.
Medicines, which you need to get regularly.

Keep all your boarding passes and travelling tickets otherwise we will not be
able to make any reimbursements
reimbursements.
WORKING LANGUAGE:
English - The main idea is to motivate the youngsters to learn English and realize the importance of this
language as a tool of communication.
If you bought your ticket in your local currency, which might be different from EURO, we will calculate your
travel costs according to the exchange rates from the official European Commission web:
www.ec.europa.eu/budget/inforeuro/index.cfm?Language=en

TRAVEL to Latvia
The participants should arrive on 30 th of July and depart on 6 th of August 2022.
It is possible to reach Bauska through 1 airport:
Riga International Airport
“Bioville” will assist or arrange the local transportation from the airport to the venue
and back.

Partners and Travel Limit (Latvia)

COUNTRY

ORGANIZATION

TRAVEL
LIMIT
Per
Participant

CONTACT

Latvia

Bioville

23 EURO

bioville.lv@gmail.com

Italy

Arte e Cultura
Sociale

275 EURO

Youth Center of
Georgia

360 EURO

info@associazionearcus.it

Georgia

Youthcenter.geo@gmail.com

CONTACT INFO

Marianna Lipņicka +37120043279
EMAIL : bioville.lv@gmail.com

Please, do not hesitate to contact us if you need more information or would
like to discuss any details! We are looking forward to meeting you.

